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Recommendation L describes the “International Model” for 
reducing trade barriers and facilitating market access
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Annex A of Rec. L describes CRAs that applies generally
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But CRA requirements in Annex A are product-focused
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Servitization started in the late 1980’s

• Servitization: shifted focus from 
product towards services
– Vandermerve and Rada 1988

• In 2001, the services revenue of IBM 
surpassed hardware revenue

• 63% of the Fortune 100 companies 
already operate as solution sellers
– Booz Allen Hamilton

• The product is no longer the prime 
factor in the exchange of goods
– Vargo and Lusch, 2004

• Moving from a goods-dominant to a 
service- dominant direction
– Lusch, Vargo and Wessels, 2008

• Focus of CROs should also change



How do we change Rec L?

• International standards have also 
gone through a process to service 
migration

• ISO 9001:2005 was product focused
• ISO 9001:2015 generalized “product” 

to “product and services”. 
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ISO 17065 on conformity assessment

• “Conformity assessment —
Requirements for bodies certifying 
products, processes and services”

• Requirements for certification bodies

• Generalized to handle
– certification of processes
– certification of services



Successful industry-led example: medical devices

• Requirements for medical devices 
manufacturers

• International Medical Device 
Regulators Forum (IMDRF) 

• ISO 13485, ISO 14971
• Working with multiple regulatory 

authorities to establish the Medical 
Device Single Audit Program 
(MDSAP) scheme
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Other possibilities for CRAs

• Not an extension of the International Model, but a faithful alignment to original 
scope
– Services
– Processes

• Many possibilities in terms of regulatory harmonization:
– Sustainability processes, products, services
– Advanced manufacturing processes
– AI certifications
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